The Open Circuit Voltage Decay (OCVD) method for the determination of the base minority carrier lifetime (x) and the back surface recombination velocity (S) of silicon solar cells has been investigated at constant illumination level. The validity of the method has been discussed through a simulation study by considering the mathematical solution of the continuity equation. Extracted values of "r and S are compared to their input values in order to evaluate the performances of our method and the precision with regard to cell structural parameters, namely the base width and the base doping level. Deviations in lifetime values remain lower than 7% for almost all the cell configurations while recombination velocity deviations are shown to be dependent on cell structure parameters and experimental procedure.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, theoretical works have shown that energy conversion efficiencies of silicon solar cells should be increased by using new cell structures. These cells offer [1] the potential for high efficiencies if light trapping [2] is incorporated to offset the weak absorption. The highest open circuit voltage has been obtained [3] with bifacially contacted n+p cells where contact on the p-type substrate is made via small openings in the rear surface. The general trend was to reduce the recombination loss by limiting the silicon-metal interface area. The increase of efficiency with light concentration operating conditions [4] has shown to be limited by saturation effects and by a large increase of the space charge recombination current. A general optimization of the cell performances [5, 6] has pointed out the sensitive effect of the base doping level and the back surface recombination velocity for thin cell structures. For these structures, the open circuit voltage and the short circuit current are maximized but the cell fill factor is reduced. Evaluations of the energy loss by the photogenerated carriers in the bulk and at the back surface are an indispensable tool for obtaining an improved knowledge of internal physical processes. This may be done with the measurements of the carrier lifetime and the *Corresponding author. 226 B. AFFOUR AND P. MIALHE back surface recombination velocities which provide [7] [9, 10] . Furthermore, the accuracy in the determination of r and S is [11] critically dependent on the knowledge of the cell structural parameters.
Since recombination processes are dependent on carrier concentrations, it has been recognized that such measurements must be performed under actual illumination levels. Then, an improvement of the short circuit current decay method has been suggested [12] with operating cells at constant illumination level and no power supply requirement. This experimental procedure has been discussed and applied to commercial cells under normal operating conditions [12, 13] . The 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND THEORY
The experimental procedure is described in Figure (1 
which introduces the back surface recombination velocity (S). Equation (1) wpH (9) cotg(' )=wp S with p'rr -< Wp H/'/--< (p + 1/2) -rr, p being an integer -> 0. The experimental procedure is deduced from the fact that the series expansion in equation (4) converges uniformly for t > 0 and can be reduced to the first term (p 0) after the initial stage of the decay curve at time t -> to, which leads to the transient voltage in the form Vo(t >_ to) Voc v0 exp(-t/'r0). The initial and final voltage V R and Voc are measured and a numerical procedure allows the determinations, at time t -> to, of the exponential decay time % together with the value v0. Thus, the parameter value Wo is determined by equating the numerical value Vo to the value F(wo) of the function F(w) defined in the restricted interval 0 -< w -< r-/2H as follows: (8) and (9) where p 0.
SIMULATION
The method starts from a decay curve modelled by equation (4) Figures (3) , (4) and (5) solar cells, as a function 6f their base doping levels. These figures show that the resolution of the method depends on the doping of the base. For classical thick cells (Fig. (3) ) and back surface field cells ( Fig. (4) ), a good agreement is obtained between measured and input values when doping values are lower than 3 1016 em-3.
The results are less satisfactory for higher doping and the deviation (S-Si) increases for N A increasing to values for which the minority carrier diffusion lengths become lower than the base width. For these eases, the cartier recombination within the bulk of the base is so high that the cell efficiency is too low for such devices to be produced for solar energy conversion applications.
Regarding OTC, we obtain ( Fig. (5) ) a good resolution for high base doping level and notable fluctuations and uncertainties as soon as NA becomes lower than 8 1016 cm-3. Since it is known [6] that high values of NA (10 7 cm-3) are required for these structures to obtain maximum output power, the results in Figure (5 (6) and (7) These results point out that at high doping values (>4 1016 cm-3) the series convergence decreases with increasing NA. The measured % values are then greater than the true decay time of the p=0 term, then inducing the observed (Fig. (2) ) increase of the uncertainty in the determination of the lifetime for high doping levels and further contributing to produce increase of S extracted values which has been observed in Figures (3) and (4) . It is worth noting that, for specifications of the cell so that the carrier diffusion length is larger than the base width, a very fast convergence of the series expansion is obtained. This is the case for BSF cells with a doping level less than 3 1016 cm -3 and an important feature can be seen in Figure   ( 7). In the low doping region, the measurements at time to Tin lead to results better than those obtained at time t o 2a'in. In fact, the numerical procedure used to extract ro indicates that, in such cases, the large decrease of the Signal to Noise ratio yields significant uncertainties in the determination of r0 and of v0. This result also accounts for the relative error of 7% found (Fig. (2) ) in the determination of r with BSF specifications. Measurements on ti;e asymptotic part of the decay curve are to be avoided. doping (10 cm"s) 
CmoS
In order to explain the observed (Fig (3) , (4) and (5)) discrepancies between extracted and input values of the surface recombination velocity, two noteworthy features must be taken into account. They concern the determination of the parameter value w 0 arising from the intercept of the graph of the function F(w) with the horizontal line v 0 constant and the solution of equation (12) .
Figures (8) and (9) The second noteworthy feature lies in the observation (Fig. (10) 
